
STEP 1: Introduction

STEP 2: Instruction                                                                                                     I do You watch & listen.

 STEP 3: Interaction                                                                                                                  We do I do again; you help me.

STEP 4: Closure                      (You do; I help.)                                                               

5 minutes

5 minutes

STEP 2A: SAY WHAT   List the instructional points to tell the children. STEP 2B: SHOW HOW   
I DO — Plan a model & 
script its Think aloud.

(Re) Introduce the skill & define it simply.

Plan a second parallel example.

Restate the skill & explain the You-do task.
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5 minutes

30 seconds

30 seconds

Now, I want to introduce/define a synthesis (new anchor chart title) = A new idea by 
the reader based on combining details from multiple texts/sources. Already learned 
Step 1... now, this week, we learn Step 2= how to combine details & synthesize.

DAY ____1
Prev learned (R1) how to collect ideas across texts. (Current 
Anchor Chart title) Use RV to collect words/ + Keep org/separated

Model w 
SIGNS

When use this? SCENARIO: Ever have to read +texts 
and  respond/prompt? (Connect to R1 & note-
taking)

What synthesis IS NOT = restate a detail from each 
text to answer prompt.
Synthesis IS NOT =  +details from 1 text (that’s an 
inference) 

UNIFORMS example + prompt. 
WHY need this? As readers we don’t just read about someone else’s ideas. We have our own on the topic/
concept, too. But we INFORM our opinions/thoughts/ideas by reading text by experts on the topic. 

SHOW VISUAL 
examples = perfect 
evening, picnic, fall/
accd

Use this for I do & We do in GRADE 3

 A synthesis IS: 
HOW does R come up w a 
synthesis— a NEW, BIG idea?
• Reread 1 detail (RV)... THINK It 

means/it’s saying... 
• Reread a 2nd detail (RV) How 

similar/related? It’s like... This is 
another... They both... 

• Reread each text detail (GREEN) and consider how it fits/goes 
with(YELLOW) another. The R has to THINK!








